
   

Modesto Junior College West Campus Science Center
Great Valley Museum - 1st floor

The Great Valley Museum
Modesto Junior College

West Campus 
presents an exhibit entitled:

EXPLORING MATTER



EXPLORING MATTERs

This exhibit has been enabled by an American Chemical Society Collaborative Opportunities Grant
awarded to Steven Murov (Professor Emeritus of Chemistry, Modesto Junior College), Dave Menshew
(science Instructor at Enochs High School), Enochs High School Science Students, Shane Phillips
(Professor of Chemistry at CSUStanislaus) and the El Concilio organization with Yamilette Villadolid. 
Please note the double meaning of the title - the exhibit provides experiences with matter and its
properties.  In addition, it is important for humans to use our creative abilities, to stay curious and to seek
explanations for unexpected observations.  In other words, exploring is a valuable pursuit that matters.

Dear Dr. Murov,
 
On behalf of ACS, I am pleased to inform you that your Collaborative Opportunities Grant proposal, “Exploring Matter,” has been selected
for funding.
 

Sincerely,
 
Blake
______________________________________
Blake J. Aronson
Senior Education Associate
Undergraduate Programs Office
American Chemical Society
1155 Sixteenth St. NW
Washington, DC 20036-4839
202-872-6108 (office) | 202-833-7732 (fax) 
b_aronson@acs.org

                Dave Menshew, Enochs students and Steven Murov

Collaborative Opportunities Grants Winners
The Collaborative Opportunities Grants are designed for smaller activities that collaborators can use to
provide momentum to true partnerships. The winners of these grants have shown exceptional ingenuity
in developing projects with broad reach, engaged partners, and mutual benefits.

Exploring Matter(s)
Winner: Modesto Junior College (CA) Partners: California State University Stanislaus, El Concilio, and
James C. Enochs High School

Partners will develop an interactive chemistry exhibit for the Great Valley Museum, focusing on the
properties of matter with an emphasis on the elements. The exhibit is intended to stimulate interest in
STEM fields in an under served community.
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EXPLORING MATTERs:
Matter, Elements and the Properties of Substances

developed by Steven Murov1, Dave Menshew2, Shane Phillips3
1 Professor Emeritus of Chemistry at MJC, murovs@mjc.edu http://murov.info  http://murov.info/resume.htm2 Enochs High School Science Instructor3 Professor of Chemistry, CSUStanislaus

This exhibit has been designed to improve your understanding of matter.  The
development of the exhibit has been based on the Chinese Proverb:

Although commonly attributed to Confucius, the Proverb is probably a non-literal
translation of a saying by a Confucius scholar named Xunzi (340-245 BC).  It also
is consistent with quotations by Aristotle that implied doing is a key ingredient of
learning.  This exhibit on the properties of matter has been designed with the
Chinese Proverb in mind.

The exhibit is compose of 21 stations with three general categories:
Stations 1 - 12 - properties of matter with an emphasis on density,
Stations 13 - 15 - problem solving exercises with unusual observations,
Stations 16 - 20 - contemporary issues related to chemistry including

reactions, nuclear issues, drug design and fossil fuel issues.

The world looks so different after learning science.
Richard Feynman
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The diagram above depicts the 13.7
billion year history of the universe and the
formation of all matter familiar to humans. 
We commonly think of the stuff of the
universe as being made up of 3 states of
matter:  solids, liquids and gases.  These
states will be referred to as atomic matter. 
However, most of the matter we see in the
Universe such as the sun and stars is a
fourth state of matter called a plasma or ionic matter.  Actually, we should be
familiar with a fifth state of matter called a liquid crystalline state.  Used in TV and
computer monitors as well as many digital readouts (LCD), the liquid crystalline
state has properties between those of liquids and solids.  
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We often think that the Universe is
composed of the stuff we can sense by
touching, seeing, smelling or tasting.  The
deep field image of a small part of the
Universe shows a huge number of galaxies. 
About 100,000,000,000 galaxies are
detectable from earth.  Each galaxy has
hundreds of billions of stars.

Despite what appears to be a huge amount
of matter, matter as we know it or atomic
and ionic matter comprise only a few
percent (about 4%) of the stuff in the
Universe.

Just exactly what dark energy and dark matter are remain for future
generations to explore and explain.  This exhibit will focus on the matter we are
most familiar with (atomic matter).

         Deep field image of a small portion of the Universe.

Our own Milky Way Galaxy with 300,000,000,000 stars.
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The pages above have very briefly and quickly introduced the history of our
Universe and the focus of this exhibit - atomic matter.  The next few pages take a
brief and quick look at the development of the current day concept of atomic matter. 
It started with the suggestion by little known Greek philosophers including
Democritus (400 B.C.) that matter is composed of indivisible particles he called
“atomos”.  However, Aristotle and other widely known Greek philosophers did not
accept the atomic model and proposed that matter is continuous (can be divided
forever without reaching a basic building block).  2100 years later, evidence was
finally discovered that led John Dalton to resurrect the atomic model.  For example,
it is hard to explain how molecules such as water could be made up of two parts
hydrogen and one part oxygen if there are no basic building blocks such as atoms
of hydrogen and oxygen.  Unlike the suggestion by Democritus, Dalton’s atomic
theory is based on experimental evidence, and with some modifications, has
withstood the tests of time.  Following the acceptance of the atomic nature of
matter, electrons, protons and neutrons were discovered by Thomson, Rutherford
and Chadwick and demonstrated to be the basic building blocks of atoms. 
Rutherford also demonstrated that most of the mass of the atom is concentrated in
a very small central part of the atom called the nucleus.  After Bohr proposed a
model of the atom with the electrons in planetary like orbits around the nucleus,
many physicists contributed to the present day orbital theory which unlike the
incorrect Bohr model can only describe a region of space that has a high probability
of containing a particle with the properties of an electron (negative charge and very
low mass - 1/1835 as much as protons or neutrons).  Note:  It is now recognized that protons
and neutrons are hadrons and that hadrons are actually composed of three even more basic particles
called quarks.  However, for a good understanding of atomic matter including the periodic table and the
elements and compounds made from two or more elements, it is only necessary to understand protons,
neutrons and electrons.  The quark concept is needed only to understand subatomic concepts.
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Chemistry timeline, atomic structure, elements and the periodic table.

Science can be described as a search for order in the Universe.  Likewise, chemistry is
a search for order in matter.  The periodic table is one of the marvelous results of the
search for order in matter.  Dimitri Mendeleev (1868) and others recognized patterns in
reactivity among the elements known at the time and set about organizing the patterns
into a table.  Mendeleev is given most of the credit for developing the periodic table as he
was the first to use the table to successfully predict properties of then undiscovered
elements.

As indicated in the Mendeleev quotation above, he arranged the elements according
to increasing atomic mass.  In addition, he started new columns so that elements with
similar properties would be in the same row.  The periodic tables in current use have
rotated the format 900 so that elements with similar properties are in the same column. 
The first or traditional table below is typical of most currently used periodic tables. 
Elements in each column are called groups and have considerable similarities especially
in the way they react.  With some exceptions, properties change gradually going across
the rows which are called periods.  The second table or vertical table is probably what the
Mendeleev table would look like today.  The vertical format is not commonly used but has
the advantage that similar properties are in rows.  Since we read left to right, the vertical
format has the advantage of emphasizing similar properties.  The vertical table also fits
nicely on a vertical piece of 8.5 x 11 inch piece of paper and does not require a 90o

rotation for easy viewing.



I. Traditional PERIODIC TABLE OF THE ELEMENTS
s d p

    1         18
   1A    8A
 1     2    13    14    15    16    17  2
      H      He
 1.008    2A    3A    4A    5A    6A    7A  4.0026

 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
     Li      Be      B      C      N      O      F      Ne
 6.97  9.012  10.82  12.011  14.007  15.999  18.998  20.180

 11  12     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10    11    12  13  14  15  16  17  18
     Na      Mg      Al      Si      P      S      Cl      Ar
 22.990  24.305    3B    4B    5B    6B    7B    8B    8B    8B    1B    2B   26.982   28.085  30.974  32.07  35.45  39.948

 19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36
     K      Ca      Sc      Ti      V      Cr      Mn      Fe      Co      Ni      Cu      Zn      Ga      Ge      As      Se      BrBr      Kr
 39.098   40.078    44.956   47.867   50.942   51.996   54.938   55.847   58.933   58.693  63.546   65.39   69.723   72.63   74.922   78.96   79.904   83.798

 37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54
     Rb      Sr      Y      Zr      Nb      Mo      Tc      Ru      Rh      Pd      Ag      Cd      In      Sn      Sb      Te      I      Xe
 85.468  87.62   88.906  91.224  92.906  95.94  (98)  101.07  102.91  106.42  107.87  112.41  114.82  118.71  121.76  127.60  126.90  131.29

 55  56  57  72  73  74  75  76  77  78  79  80  81  82  83  84  85  86
     Cs      Ba      La      Hf      Ta      W      Re      Os      Ir      Pt      Au      HgHg      Tl      Pb      Bi      Po      At      Rn
  132.91   137.33   138.91   178.49   180.95   183.85   186.21   190.23   192.22   195.08   196.97   200.59   204.38   207.2   208.98   (209)   (210)   (222)

 87  88  89  104  105  106  107  108  109  110  111  112   113  114  115  116  117  118
     Fr      Ra      Ac      Rf      Db      Sg      Bh      Hs      Mt      Ds      Rg     Cn      Nh      Fr     Mc      Lv     Ts     Og
  (223)   226.03   227.03   (261)   (262)   (263)   (262)   (265)   (266)   (269)   (272)   (277)   (284)   (289)   (288)   (292)   (294)   (294)

f
 58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65  66  67  68  69  70  71
     Ce      Pr      Nd      Pm      Sm     Eu      Gd      Tb      Dy      Ho      Er      Tm     Yb      Lu
   140.12   140.91   144.24   (145)   150.36   151.96   157.25   158.93   162.50   164.93   167.26   168.93   173.04   174.97  

 90  91  92  93  94  95  96  97  98  99  100  101  102  103  
     Th      Pa      U      Np      Pu      Am     Cm      Bk      Cf      Es      Fm      Md      No      Lr
  232.04   231.04   238.03   237.05   (244)   (243)   (247)   (247)   (251)   (252)   (257)   (258)   (259)   (260)

key:  bold or normal italics - gas, shadow - liquid, bold or normal - solid, normal print - all known isotopes are radioactive
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When Mendeleev arranged the elements by increasing atomic mass, he was
unaware of the existence of protons, electrons and neutrons.  In fact, for a couple of cases
including tellurium and iodine, he placed the elements in the correct positions despite an
inversion of their atomic masses.  He assumed  that the masses had been measured
incorrectly as he recognized that iodine belonged in the same group as bromine, chlorine
and fluorine.  The masses had been measured correctly but the atomic mass was not the
appropriate parameter.  It was later realized that the number of protons (and an equal
number of electrons) determines the nature of the element.  For most but not all cases,
each time a proton is added to make the next element, one or more neutrons is also
added.  This means that there is a good but not perfect correlation between the number
of protons in the nucleus (atomic number) and the atomic mass (basically the sum of the
number of protons and neutrons).  Complicating the situation was the discovery that many
elements (remember that each element has a single and definite number of protons -
oxygen always has 8 protons and uranium has 92 protons) have stable nucleii with
different numbers of neutrons.  Atoms with the same number of protons but different
numbers of neutrons are called isotopes.  For the most part, isotopes behave chemically
in the same way but do behave differently in nuclear reactions.  The stability of nucleii is
very dependent on the number of neutrons in the nucleus.

In summary, in the modern periodic table, the elements are arranged according to
atomic number or the number of protons in the nucleus.  The chart starts new periods so
that elements with similar reactivities line up vertically in groups (e.g. lithium, sodium,
potassium, rubidium and cesium all react violently with water to produce hydrogen gas
and a base).  Mendeleev based his arrangement on experimental (or empirical) results
but the question is why do elements in each group have similar chemical properties?  The
theoretical basis for this is now well developed but is beyond the scope of this
presentation.  Suffice it to say that each element in a group has the same number of outer
electrons and chemical changes are due to changes to electronic properties.  As a result
of a chemical reaction, electrons can be lost gained or shared generally with the goal of
achieving a stable electron configuration (the lowest energy state) which for many
elements is an electron structure equivalent to the electron structure of an inert gas.  Inert
gases are non-reactive because of their already optimal electron structure. 
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All the stuff we are familiar with is either a single substance or a mixture of
substances.  There are two kinds of substances; elements and compounds.  Most
substances we encounter are compounds as there is a driving force (better electron
configuration) that makes most elements reactive.  For example, many react with oxygen
(oxygen is one of the elements that does occur in elemental form in nature).  The periodic
table on the next page shows with a happy face the elements that can be found on the
earth in elemental form.  Eight of the 26 elements that occur in elemental form are gases. 
Of the eight, five are inert (or noble) gases with very stable electron structures.  Several
of the metals found in elemental form (e.g. silver, gold and platinum) have relatively stable
electron configurations and are not very reactive.  This is one of the reasons that these
metals are used in jewelry.  Their low reactivity means they retain their luster and tarnish
at very low rates.  These metals are sometimes called noble metals. 

               Bronze, silver, gold, platinum



II. PERIODIC TABLE OF ELEMENTS FOUND IN ELEMENTAL FORM

  1     H  2     He
  
        
 3     Li  4     Be   5      B  6      C  7      N  8      O  9      F  10    Ne

                           
 11   Na  12   Mg  13    Al  14     Si  15     P  16     S  17    Cl  18    Ar

              
 19    K  20    Ca  21    Sc  22    Ti  23     V  24   Cr   25  Mn  26    Fe   27   Co  28    Ni  29   Cu  30   Zn  31    Ga   32   Ge  33    As  34    Se  35    Br  36    Kr
 
                            
 37    Rb  38    Sr  39     Y  40    Zr  41   Nb  42   Mo  43    Tc  44    Ru  45    Rh   46    Pd  47    Ag   48  Cd   49    In  50    Sn   51   Sb   52   Te   53      I  54    Xe
 

                                                       
 55    Cs  56    Ba  57    La  72   Hf  73    Ta  74    W  75    Re  76    Os  77    Ir  78    Pt  79    Au  80   Hg   81    Tl  82    Pb  83    Bi  84   Po   85    At  86    Rn

 
                              rarely             ?   

 87    Fr  88    Ra  89    Ac  104  Rf  105  Db 106   Sg 107  Bh  108  Hs 109  Mt  110   Ds 111  Rg  112  Cn  113 Nh  114   Fl  115 Mc  116  Lv 117  Ts  118 Og
 

  58   Ce  59    Pr  60    Nd 61   Pm  62   Sm   63    Eu  64    Gd   65   Tb  66    Dy   67   Ho   68    Er  69   Tm  70   Yb   71    Lu    
  

 

  90   Th  91   Pa  92     U   93   Np  94    Pu  95   Am  96   Cm  97    Bk  98    Cf   99   Es  100  Fm  101  Md  102 No  103   Lr
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The exhibit has 21 stations that have been
developed to enhance your understanding of
matter and to stimulate your interest in science
and chemistry.  The first and key step of the
scientific process is usually called observation. 
It is important to point out that observation
means more than just using senses such as
seeing or hearing.  As Ralph Waldo Emerson
said, “God hides things by putting them near
us.”  We must make sure that we do not
overlook important observations and must
learn to question any observation that does not
meet our expectations.    We must also not let
expectations influence our observations.  In
other words, when doing science, we must
notice and record all happenings and explore any unexpected outcomes
without having any bias.  Many very important discoveries such as
penicillin, rubber, teflon and artificial sweeteners were made
serendipitously when observers did not overlook the discovery.  As Louis
Pasteur said, “Chance favors the mind that is prepared.”  

The first twelve stations provide an experience with some of the
properties of matter.  The emphasis will be on the property called density. 
In the centerpiece of the exhibit (Station 11), density along with electrical
conductivity, ferromagnetism, color and luster will be used to identify
eleven elements.  Stations 13 - 15 involve intriguing problem solving
exercises.  Since the exhibit falls predominantly into the science of
chemistry, Station 16 provides an observation of a chemical reaction. 
Station 17 probes the structure of the atom as visitors observe that some
household items are radioactive.  The molecular models in Station 18
illustrate the extreme importance of some very small molecules.  In
addition, models of three different penicillins provide some insight into
drug design and structure.  The impact of human use of fossil fuels is
discussed in Station 19.  Evidence is presented that indicates  corrective
action on a global scale is needed ASAP if serious consequences are to
be avoided. Station 20 continues on the theme of global warming but also
enables visitors to obtain a thermal image of themselves.

Louis Pasteur
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Exploring Matter should be considered a project in progress and it
is hoped that visitors will contribute to the improvement of the exhibit by
putting comments and suggestions in the suggestion box.  It is hoped
that you will enjoy and learn from your experiences with the 21 stations. 
If you think your family, friends and students could benefit from using
this exhibit, we will appreciate it if you recommend it to them.

The exhibit is compose of 21 stations with three general categories:
Stations 1 - 12 - properties of matter with an emphasis on density,
Stations 13 - 15 - problem solving exercises with unusual observations,
Stations 16 - 20 - contemporary issues related to chemistry including reactions, nuclear

 issues, drug design and fossil fuel issues.
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